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SECTION, _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries'l mark.

1. Define a statistical population.

2. Define probability sampling.

3. Give the expression of 100(1- a)% confidence interval of population mean for
moderate sample size.

4. Define 'inflation factor'in sampling theory.

5. When will the design of a skatified sampling be preffered to that of SN?

6. Define'stralumweight'instratifiedsampling.

7. Define systematic sampling.

8. Gjve one advantage of systematic sampling.
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9. Define ratio estimator of population total.

10. Define Iinear regression estimator of population mean.

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1 1 . What is sampling error?

12. Deline mean square error of an estimator.

13. Define a sampling design.

14 Define a statistic, and give an example.

15. What is finite population correciion?

16. Whai is an unbiased estimator?

17. What is the probability of selecting a random sample of size 'r'from '/V'units,

without replacement?

18. Define the estimator of population mean in stratified sampling.

19. Explainproportionalallocation.

20. Give an example where stratified sampling is suitable.

21. Give the difference between systematic and stratified sampling.

22. Give a systematic sample by Lahiri's method ifr'N'= 23 and ' n'= 5.

23. Show that y", is unbiased for population mean when N = nk.
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24. When will the ratio and regression estimates of population mean be the same?

25. Give an example of a ratio estimator for population mean.

26. Show that in simple random sanrpling the linear regression estimate
y., = , + ba(X x) is unbiased.

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks

2/ Describe two differences between standard sample survey theory and classical
sampling theory.

2B. Give three uses of sanrple surveys.

29. Explain how tl.te accuracy of an estimator is evaluated throlrgh confidence
tntervals

30. Show that sample n'rean is unbiased in SRSWR.

i r. show rhat y(y. - ) N n 9 in sRswoR.Nn
32. Compare the efficiency of sample mean under SRSWR and SRSWOR.

33. Obtain the expression of V,.., (y", )in stratified sampllng.

34. Establish an ur'tbiased estilnate of y(t", ) in stratified sampting.

35. Give the systematic samples when ' k 'samples each of size ' n 'are to be taken
from N nk units denoted as y..yr,...y,,y^..,yr-.....y.*,.. .lu ,t.,,,1t ,t,_., y,k

36 Obtain the expression of the variance of a systematic sample of size '/?'for
estimating population mean when liriear trend is there and N = ,k.
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37. Show that the leading term in the bias of ratio estimate is

1l
EIR R ) _- (n s /,s, S. ).

nX'

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carrles 15 marks.

39. Exp,ain in detail the principal steps in a sample survey.

40 Show that sample variance is unbiased for o' in SRSWR.

41. Explain how the value of sample size is decided in stratifjed sampling when cost
is to be minimised for a specified variance.

/\-,/, c.) t L4l .S42 Show that yty ) "'- 
"-:: Z " ' .under Neyman allocation.

43. Show that systematic sampling is more precise than simple random sampling if
the variance wjthin the systematic samples is larger than the population variance.

44. Show that in simple random sampling the linear regression estimate

y,, = y + tr& - X) has minimum variance when S
bo = e and

1f-
v" 

^ly, ) = , Si\t- r'l.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

38. Give the expression of 1OO(1 a)% confidence interval of population total using
ratio estimator using large samples, and explain the terms contained therein.
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